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Abstract A narrow germplasm base and a complex

allotetraploid genome have made the discovery of single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers difficult in cotton

(Gossypium hirsutum). To generate sequence for SNP

discovery, we conducted a genome reduction experiment

(EcoRI, BafI double digest, followed by adapter ligation,

biotin–streptavidin purification, and agarose gel separation)

on two accessions of G. hirsutum and two accessions of

G. barbadense. From the genome reduction experiment, a

total of 2.04 million genomic sequence reads were

assembled into contigs with an N50 of 508 bp and analyzed

for SNPs. A previously generated assembly of expressed

sequence tags (ESTs) provided an additional source for

SNP discovery. Using highly conservative parameters

(minimum coverage of 89 at each SNP and 20% minor

allele frequency), a total of 11,834 and 1,679 non-genic

SNPs were identified between accessions of G. hirsutum

and G. barbadense in genome reduction assemblies,

respectively. An additional 4,327 genic SNPs were also

identified between accessions of G. hirsutum in the EST

assembly. KBioscience KASPar assays were designed for a

portion of the intra-specific G. hirsutum SNPs. From 704

non-genic and 348 genic markers developed, a total of 367

(267 non-genic, 100 genic) mapped in a segregating F2

population (Acala Maxxa 9 TX2094) using the Fluidigm

EP1 system. A G. hirsutum genetic linkage map of

1,688 cM was constructed based entirely on these new

SNP markers. Of the genic-based SNPs, we were able to

identify within which genome (‘A’ or ‘D’) each SNP

resided using diploid species sequence data. Genetic maps

generated by these newly identified markers are being used

to locate quantitative, economically important regions

within the cotton genome.

Introduction

High throughput DNA sequencing technology facilitates

the rapid discovery of large numbers of single nucleotide

polymorphism (SNP) markers at relatively low cost com-

pared to other traditional approaches. Recently, a few dif-

ferent strategies employing high throughput sequencing

have reported identifying large numbers of SNP markers

(Barbazuk et al. 2007; Van Tassell et al. 2008), including

some in organisms with little previous molecular research

(Maughan et al. 2010; Bundock et al. 2009; Baird et al.

2008) as well as organisms with little genetic variation

such as cotton (Udall et al. 2006). These strategies utilize

transcriptome sequencing, gene-enriched sequencing using

methylation sensitive digestion, or sequencing of reduced

representational libraries (RRL), also termed genome

reduction.

Some of these strategies target genic regions while

others target both genic and non-genic sequences. Genic

strategies primarily target transcribed sequences through

the development of Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs).

Expressed sequences may contain limited amounts of SNPs

due to purifying selection of genic regions. In addition, the

location of SNPs discovered in ESTs is limited to the
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transcribed regions of the genome. Genic regions can be

indirectly targeted and transcription biases can be avoided

using methylation sensitive digestion of genomic DNA

combined with sequencing. Gene-enriched sequencing

using methylation sensitive digestion and sequencing of

RRLs are similar techniques but vary in digestion speci-

ficity resulting in subtly different distributions of sequence

types. RRLs of genomic DNA provide a method to isolate

small, equivalent portions of the genome from two or more

individuals regardless of gene expression or methylation

state (Van Tassell et al. 2008; Wiedmann et al. 2008).

Maughan et al. (2009) developed a genome reduction

methodology that is based on restriction site conservation

(GR-RSC) in which double-digested DNA is selectively

amplified and size-selected on an agarose gel. GR-RSC

libraries contain only a fraction of the entire genome and

allow for identification of mostly non-genic SNPs while

providing low sequence bias and fairly uniform genomic

distribution (Maughan et al. 2009). This GR-RSC strategy

could be used to identify non-genic molecular markers in

the tetraploid cotton genome that are (1) well distributed

throughout the genome, (2) variable between domesticated

and undomesticated germplasm and (3) likely neutral with

respect to natural (or artificial) selection.

Cotton is a major world agricultural crop, estimated at

*115 million bales (USDA 2011). In the United States,

cotton fiber and seed by-product revenue accounts for an

estimated five billion dollars annually (Wallace et al. 2009).

Gossypium hirsutum (Upland cotton) and G. barbadense

(Pima cotton) represent 96.7 and 3.3% of the total cotton

fiber produced in the United States (USDA 2011). Both

G. hirsutum and G. barbadense are allotetraploid (2n =

4x = 52) species of cotton and are composed of a AT

(*1,700 Mb) and a DT (*900 Mb) genome. Polyploidy

combined with a narrow germplasm base have hindered the

development of SNP-based marker assays in cotton. SNP-

based molecular markers offer the possibility of construct-

ing dense genetic maps as well as facilitating map-based

gene cloning efforts and haplotype-based association stud-

ies. In cotton, the most extensive work to date on SNP

development reported the characterization and mapping of

270 SNPs based on EST sequencing (Van Deynze et al. 2009).

Here we report the discovery and application of thou-

sands of SNPs in the allotetraploid genome of cotton. Our

efforts of SNP discovery and application were circum-

scribed by four main objectives: (1) utilization of the

GR-RSC methodology to identify the first large-scale set of

SNP markers in cotton, (2) conversion of several hundred

putative SNPs into functional SNP genotyping assays using

KASPar genotyping chemistry, (3) evaluate the utility of

these functional SNPs across a broad panel of domesticate

and wild cotton accessions, and (4) develop the first genetic

linkage map of G. hirsutum based solely of SNP markers.

Materials and methods

Plant materials

Four accessions were used for marker discovery in cotton.

These accessions represent domestic and wild accessions of

two species of allotetraploid cotton: G. hirsutum (Acala

Maxxa and TX2094) and G. barbadense (Pima-S6 and

K101). These accessions were selected for their agricul-

tural significance (Brubaker and Wendel 1994) and his-

torical relevance with regard to previous studies (Hovav

et al. 2008; Rapp et al. 2009). The allotetraploid genome of

cotton contains two genomes, AT and DT where the ‘T’

subscript indicates the genome in a tetraploid nucleus

(Wendel and Cronn 2003). SNPs identified in the EST

dataset were based on sequence data from the same

G. hirsutum accessions (Acala Maxxa and TX2094)

and additional diploid sequences from G. arboreum

(A2 genome) and G. raimondii (D5 genome).

Additional plant materials include an F2 population and

a diversity panel of G. hirsutum. An F2 population of 174

individuals was derived from a cross of the G. hirsutum

parents Acala Maxxa 9 TX2094. A diversity panel of 48

accessions was created to represent the extant genetic

diversity within G. hirsutum (Wendel et al. 1992). This

panel includes representative domesticated accessions from

the Mississippi delta, High Plains, and Eastern and Western

United States. A broad representation of landraces and wild

accessions was included to evaluate introgression potential

of SNP markers with exotic germplasm.

DNA extraction

Separate DNA extractions were performed for all samples

using freeze-dried leaf tissue. Extractions for GR-RSC

sequencing and F2 genotyping were performed using a

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction

procedure scaled for 1.7 mL extractions (Kidwell and

Osborn 1992). DNA of the diversity panel was extracted

using the Qiagen DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).

Extracted DNA was suspended in DNase-free water and

quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (ND 1000,

NanoDrop Technologies Inc., Montchanin, DE).

DNA sequencing

Genome complexity was reduced using the GR-RSC

method as described by Maughan et al. (2009). Briefly,

total genomic DNA was double digested to completion

using EcoRI and BfaI endo-restriction nucleases. BfaI and

EcoRI site-specific adapters were ligated to the digested

fragment’s sticky ends. EcoRI adapters included a biotin

end which allowed EcoRI cut fragments (the less frequent
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cut site) to be selected for using a biotin–streptavidin

magnetic bead separation, reducing genomic complexity by

about 90%. Resulting fragments were then PCR amplified

with adaptor specific primers that also contained multiplex

identifier (MID) barcodes to allow for sample multiplexing

on the Roche 454 pyrosequencing platform. Genomes were

further reduced by selecting genomic fragments from the

PCR reaction in the range of 450–600 bp via agarose gel

separation. Samples were sequenced using Titanium

reagents on the Roche 454 Genome Sequencer FLX at the

BYU DNA Sequencing Center. Separate genome reduc-

tions were performed for each accession in the GR-RSC

experiment (Acala Maxxa, TX2094, Pima-S6, K101).

Genomic fragment assembly

GR-RSC sequence reads were grouped into separate files

based on their MID barcodes. Newbler de novo assembler

v2.3 was used to create all of the GR-RSC sequence

assemblies. Stringent assembly parameters of 97% sequence

identity and 100 bp minimum overlap were used to minimize

co-assembly of AT and DT homoeologous sequences.

Combined GR-RSC assemblies were created to identify

SNPs within G. hirsutum (between Acala Maxxa and

TX2094), within G. barbadense (between Pima-S6

and K101), and between the two species (G. hirsutum and

G. barbadense). Since less sequencing was performed on the

G. barbadense accessions, a subset of G. hirsutum reads,

referred to as ‘‘reduced G. hirsutum’’ hereafter, was created

and used to form a fourth combined assembly. This ‘‘reduced

G. hirsutum’’ assembly consisted of a random subset of

reads, comparable both in number of reads and total bases to

the G. barbadense assembly. The reduced assembly elimi-

nated assembly size bias and allowed for direct comparison

of results between the G. hirsutum and G. barbadense

assemblies. Separate assemblies were also created for each

of the four accessions.

To remove repetitive sequences from our analysis, the

combined assemblies were run through RepeatMasker

(Smit et al. 1996–2010). Categorized repeats for Gossypium

(Grover, personal communication) were included along

with the Arabidopsis repeats in our RepeatMasker database.

All contigs which contained repetitive fragments were

excluded from the assemblies used for SNP discovery.

Contigs were also screened by reference mapping consen-

sus sequences to the chloroplast genomes of the G. hirsutum

and G. barbadense and the mitochondrial genome of Ara-

bidopsis using 454 gsMapper (v2.3) prior to SNP analysis.

Identification of SNPs and microsatellites

Accurate identification of SNPs (i.e. polymorphisms that

occurred in only one of the genomes) in tetraploid

sequence data was a challenge due to the potential co-

assembly of homoeologs. If homoeologs were co-assem-

bled, single nucleotide differences between the AT and DT

genomes could have been confounded with SNP of a single

locus. Unless specifically indicated by italics, the term SNP

in this study refers only to allelic single nucleotide differ-

ences and not differences that distinguish the two resident

genomes of the allotetraploid (alias genome-specific

SNPs). Whether homoeologs co-assembled or assembled

separately depends on homoeolog sequence divergence and

the strictness of the assembly parameters (Fig. 1). Separate

assembly of homoeologs provided the simplest means for

identification of genome-specific SNPs. In both the

GR-RSC and EST assemblies, identification of these gen-

ome-specific SNPs in separately assembled homoeologs

was performed using SNP_Finder (Maughan et al. 2009).

Putative SNPs were identified if the following conditions

were met: (1) coverage depth at the SNP was C8; (2) the

minor allele represented at least 20% of the alleles

observed; and (3) 90% of the alleles from a specific MID

barcode were identical.

Unique to the EST dataset, SNPs were also identified in

contigs containing co-assembled homoeologs and their A2

and D5 diploid homologs. Coverage of at least 129 was

required at the SNP with a minimum of 39 coverage from

each of the diploid and tetraploid accessions. Both diploids

and one of the tetraploid accessions had to be identical (i.e.

homozygous) for the major allele while the other tetraploid

accession segregated for the major and minor alleles (i.e.

heterozygous). Finally, a minimum of 29 coverage was

required for the minor allele (Fig. 2). Flanking sequences

and SNPs have been deposited in NCBI dbSNP under the

handle UDALL_LAB (Batch A, #1051857; Batch B,

#1051858; Batch C, #1051850).

Potential SSRs were identified in assemblies of the

G. hirsutum and G. barbadense using MISA v.1.0 (http://

pgrc.ipk-gatersleben.de/misa) with a unit size/minimum

number of repeats threshold of 2/6, 3/5, 4/5, 5/5, 6/5 and a

maximal number of bases interrupting 2 SSRs in a com-

pound microsatellite of 100. Mono-repeats were not

reported because 454 homopolymer sequencing errors

would be confounded with SSR loci.

SNP assay design

The KASPar (KBioscience Ltd., Hoddesdon, UK) assay

was used to convert a portion of identified SNPs and

estimate a conversion rate of putative SNPs to functional

assays. KASPar assays were developed to target 1,052

genome-specific SNPs identified between accessions of

G. hirsutum (Acala Maxxa and TX2094; Supplemental

Table 1). All assay primer sets were designed using

PrimerPicker (KBioscience 2009) with default parameters.
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Of the 1,052 assays, 704 were designed to target SNPs

from the GR-RSC G. hirsutum assembly while the

remaining 348 were designed to target G. hirsutum SNPs

located in EST sequences.

Because diploid sequence data from related species

existed, two different strategies were employed in the

development of the 348 EST SNP assays. In the first

strategy, 192 of the assays were intended to amplify a

single locus in a single genome with coincidental amplifi-

cation of the non-target genome as background ‘noise’. In

many of these SNP assays the resident genome was iden-

tified using diploid sequence information, hereafter refer-

red to as genome-identified (GI) SNP assays. In contigs

where homoeologs co-assembled, diploid sequence data

were used as a reference to categorize tetraploid reads by

genome (AT or DT) as indicated by genome distinguishing

SNPs (polymorphisms which differed between genomes,

but were identical between accessions) occurring in the

same tetraploid read. Based on this categorization, the base

identity of the minor allele identified the genome of the

SNP assay (e.g. the major allele was found in both AT reads

and DT reads but the minor allele was only found in

DT reads, thus the resident genome of the SNP was DT).

In contigs where homoeologs separately assembled,

co-assembly of diploid reads identified the resident genome

of the SNP (e.g. only A2 reads resided in the contig, thus

the resident genome of the contig and SNP was AT). While

only 192 assays were designed using this strategy, the

putative genome for many thousands of SNPs was identi-

fied in the EST assembly (Flagel et al. 2011).

In the second strategy, SNP assay design was ‘improved’

for the remaining 156 assays by adding base-pair mis-

matches between the assay’s primers and the sequence of the

homoeologous non-target loci so that the assays specifically

targeted the resident genome of the SNP. Design of these

156 genome-targeted (GT) SNP assays (AT or DT targeted)

was only possible for a limited number of loci because

(1) assay design required that contigs contained homoeol-

ogous, co-assembled loci and (2) SNP assays needed to have

closely positioned genome distinguishing SNPs such that

the KSAPar assay primers would overlap these genome

distinguishing bases (i.e. distinguishing polymorphisms

between genomes, but identical between accessions, Fig. 3).

Thus, primer sequences for these GT SNP assays were

designed to specifically match only one of the two cotton

genomic sequences. The intent of the genome-targeted pri-

mer design was to create genome-specific amplification

(or sufficient amplification bias) such that only one genome

Fig. 1 SNP discovery flowchart for GR-RSC in allotetraploid cotton.

A number of different SNP identification situations can occur

depending on whether the endonuclease cut sites are present in one

(flow 2) or both (flow 1) genomes, whether a homoeologous

sequences co-assemble (flow 1.1) or assemble separately (flows 1.2

and 2.1), and whether the SNP occurred within one genome (flows

1.1.1, 1.2.1, and 2.1.1) or between the AT and DT homoeologs (flows

1.1.2, 1.2.2, and 2.1.2). The conservative strategy fails to identify

some real SNPs, but in all cases rejects false SNPs created by

assembly of homoeologous sequences from different genomes (both
highlighted in black). SNPs identified in the GR-RSC assemblies fall

into two categories: (1) SNPs derived in locations where endonucle-

ase cut sites are conserved in both genomes and AT and DT sequences

differ enough to cause separate assembly of homoeologs (flow 1.2.1)

and (2) SNPs derived in sequences where endonuclease cut sites are

only conserved in the genome in which the SNP exists (flow 2.1.1)
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(e.g. AT) would amplify in the KASPar reaction while the

non-targeted homoeologous genome sequence (e.g. DT)

would not amplify (or amplify less) due to base mismatches

at the primer binding site. A series of custom Perl scripts was

used to analyze the assembly, create AT and DT consensus

sequences, identify SNPs that were different between the

Fig. 2 Allotetraploid SNP identification. Co-assembly and separate

assembly of homoeologs each require a unique strategy for identi-

fying SNPs. In each case, a unique pattern distinguishes allelic SNPs

from other types of polymorphisms. In assemblies of separate

homoeologs, each of the individuals appears homozygous and the

SNP segregates between them (Contig 2). In co-assembly of

homoeologs, one individual appears homozygous while the other

appears heterozygous (Contig 1). The observed pattern for separately

assembled homoeologs that have one homozygous individual and one

heterozygous individual is identical to the observed pattern of

co-assembled homoeologs that have homozygous segregating

individuals. As a result, SNPs cannot be identified when homoeologs

co-assemble unless enough genome-specific SNPs are present in the

sequences to separate reads by genome

Fig. 3 Marker design to

directly target a single genome.

In the EST SNP assays designed

to amplify only one genome,

allelic SNPs were targeted if

they had nearby genome

distinguishing SNP(s). The

intent was to develop a genome-

specific PCR assay that would

only target the genome in which

the SNP resided. It was hoped

this would reduce interference

from amplification of the non-

resident genome and improve

the conversion rate from

putative SNPs to functional

markers
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two genomes, design the primers with PrimerPicker, and

replace one or more bases in the primers generated by

PrimerPicker with bases that were genome specific to create

primers that had strong binding preferences.

Subsequent genetic mapping of SNP assays from both

design methods determined how accurately a single locus

in a single genome could be targeted. Agreement of mul-

tiple predictive markers in linkage (e.g. five linked, tar-

geted assays, all of which predict the AT genome) was used

as an indication of success.

Genotyping and genetic mapping

Assay screening and genotyping were performed on two

different platforms. Initially, a small set of genomic SNPs

(20) was validated using traditional KASPar with a

384-well plate reader. Subsequent, large-scale screening

and genotyping of SNPs were then performed on Fluidigm

96.96 Dynamic Arrays using the genotyping EP1 System

(San Francisco, CA). Fluorescence intensity was measured

with the PHERAstar plus (BMG LABTECH, Durham, NC)

microplate reader or the EP1 (Fluidigm Corp, San Fran-

cisco, CA) reader and plotted in two axes. Genotypic calls

from PHERAstar measurements were made in Kluster-

Caller (KBioscience Ltd., Hoddesdon, UK) while genotypes

based on EP1 measurements were made using the Fluidigm

SNP Genotyping Analysis (Fluidigm 2011) program.

All functional SNP assays were used to genotype the F2

population and 277 co-dominant assays between Acala

Maxxa and TX2094 were used to genotype the 48 acces-

sions of the G. hirsutum diversity panel. All genotype calls

were manually checked for accuracy and ambiguous data

points that failed to cluster were scored as missing data. A

genetic map was constructed using regression mapping in

JoinMap4 (Van Ooijen 2006). Markers which had greater

than 30% of their genotypic data missing were excluded

during the mapping process. A minimum LOD threshold of

5.0 was used and linkage distances were corrected using

the Kosambi mapping function.

Results

Sequencing and assembly of GR-RSC reads

A total of 577 Gb of Roche 454 sequencing data were

generated from the GR-RSC libraries of the G. hirsutum

and G. barbadense accessions. Nearly a half (44%) Pico

Titer Plate (PTP) of 454 titanium sequence data was allo-

cated for each of the G. hirsutum samples (220 Mb of

anticipated sequence) while only a quarter of a PTP was

allocated for each of the G. barbadense samples (125 Mb

of anticipated sequence). Actual sequencing results were

slightly lower than expected with G. hirsutum samples

yielding *178 Mb each and G. barbadense samples

yielding *95 Mb each. G. hirsutum and G. barbadense

samples represented 65.2 and 34.8% of the total sequenc-

ing, respectively. Theoretical calculations predicted that

the GR-RSC libraries would represent 0.73% (17.5 Mb) of

the tetraploid cotton genome (2.4 Gb). Actual assembly

sizes ranged from a low of 6.39 Mb for the Pima-S6

assembly to a high of 40.3 Mb for the inter-specific com-

bined assembly (G. hirsutum vs. G. barbadense). Sequence

coverage of 12.6 and 7.19 was anticipated for each of the

G. hirsutum and G. barbadense samples, respectively,

based on the expected size of the ‘reduced’ cotton genome

and planned amounts of sequencing. Actual sequence

coverage in the assemblies ranged from 6.19 in the K101

accession assembly to 8.69 in the inter-specific combined

assembly (Table 1).

The sequence data were assembled to form multiple

GR-RSC assemblies (Table 1). The G. hirsutum assembly

(Acala Maxxa and TX2094) resulted in 79,953 contigs with

an N50 contig length of 516 bp while the G. barbadense

assembly (Pima-S6 and K101) resulted in 51,307 contigs

with and N50 contig length of 491 bp. Comparing the

G. barbadense assembly with the results of the reduced

G. hirsutum assembly, the reduced G. hirsutum assembly

formed slightly more contigs (55,160) with an N50 contig

length of 513 bp. The combined, inter-specific assembly

Table 1 Summary of GR-RSC sequence assemblies

Species Accession(s) Reads

(k)

Bases

(Mb)

Assembled

bases (Mb)

Assembly

length (Mb)

Average

coverage

Total

contigs

G. hirsutum Acala Maxxa 617 183 94 (51.5%) 14.5 6.51 40,035

G. hirsutum TX2094 588 173 85 (48.9%) 13.4 6.33 37,793

G. barbadense Pima-S6 358 92 40 (43.5%) 6.39 6.26 19,513

G. barbadense K101 373 98 41 (42.4%) 6.79 6.11 20,963

G. hirsutum assembly Acala Maxxa, TX2094 1,310 387 218 (56.2%) 28.4 7.67 79,953

Reduced G. hirsutum assembly Acala Maxxa, TX2094 839 248 127 (51.1%) 13.6 9.31 55,160

G. barbadense assembly Pima-S6, K101 836 221 116 (52.6%) 16.6 7.01 51,307

Inter-specific assembly Maxxa, TX2094, S6, K101 2,042 577 346 (59.9%) 40.3 8.58 112,506
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(G. hirsutum vs. G. barbadense) resulted in 112,506 con-

tigs from 1.25 million reads with an N50 contig length of

508 bp. The percent of bases that assembled ranged from

51.1% in the reduced G. hirsutum assembly to 59.9% in the

inter-specific assembly. Assemblies with a greater number

of input reads had greater percentages of bases incorpo-

rated into their alignments. Read depth between the two

accessions within an assembly was compared and most

contigs in the combined assembly were found to contain

reads from both accessions (e.g. G. hirsutum assembly,

Supplemental Fig. 1), suggesting that the genome reduc-

tion was successful in isolating homologous regions from

the sampled accessions.

GR-RCS SNP discovery

The combined GR-RSC assemblies allowed for the identi-

fication of SNPs between accessions (Table 2). Within the

intra-specific comparisons of G. hirsutum (Acala Maxxa

and TX2094) and G. barbadense (Pima-S6 and K101),

11,834 and 1,679 SNPs were identified in 6,467 and 965

contigs, respectively. Contigs containing SNPs averaged

between 1.74 and 1.83 SNPs per contig (Supplemental

Fig. 2). Because of SNP detection method, most of these

SNPs were likely detected in contigs where homoeologs

had separately assembled. Comparing the reduced

G. hirsutum and G. barbadense assemblies (equal size

datasets), G. hirsutum still contained 2.4 times as many

SNPs as the G. barbadense assembly (4,045 vs. 1,679). This

difference is likely a reflection of the larger genetic distance

between Acala Maxxa and TX2094 than between K101 and

Pima-S6 (Percy and Wendel 1990; Wendel et al. 1992). In

the inter-specific assembly, 29,066 SNPs were identified

between G. hirsutum and G. barbadense within 14,905

contigs with an average of 1.95 SNPs per contig. Larger

assemblies had a larger portion of contigs containing SNPs

(Fig. 4). The average coverage of SNPs in assemblies

ranged from 9.39 (G. barbadense) to 11.09 (inter-spe-

cific), with the most common coverage always at 89 (the

minimum threshold for identification: Fig. 5). Since the

GR-RSC process selected equivalent portions of the cotton

genome, any two or more accessions could have also been

jointly assembled to identify different, putative SNPs (e.g.

Acala Maxxa and K101), but they are not reported here.

The SNP frequency, calculated as the number of SNPs

in assembly divided by length of assembly, ranged from

0.0001 in the intra-specific assembly of G. barbadense to

0.00067 in the inter-specific assembly of G. hirsutum and

G. barbadense (Table 2). These observed frequencies were

not unexpected and reflect the narrower genetic base of the

intra-specific G. barbadense comparison and higher

genetic diversity of the inter-specific comparison. We note

that the frequencies reported here are most likely under-

estimates due to conservative nature of SNP identification

parameters.

Transition mutations (A , G, or T , C) are defined as

a change from a purine to a purine or a pyrimidine to a

pyrimidine, while transversion mutations (e.g. A , T,

A , C, G , T, G , C) are defined as a change from a

purine to a pyrimidine or a pyrimidine to a purine.

Nucleotide transitions naturally account for the majority of

observed SNPs and are thought to be driven by hypermu-

tability effects of CpG di-nucleotide sites or deamination of

methyl cytosine and entropy constraints (Li 1997). In all

four combined GR-RSC assemblies, transitions were the

most common SNP type, with transition-to-transversion

ratios of 2.3:1. These ratios are similar to those recently

found in human, maize, and amaranth (Maughan et al.

2009; Morton et al. 2006; Zhang and Zhao 2004).

EST SNP discovery

A de novo assembly of ESTs that included Acala Maxxa,

TX2094, G. arboreum (A2 genome) and G. raimondii (D5

Table 2 Summary of GR-RSC SNP discovery

Category Assembly Accessions SNPs Contigs

with SNPs

SNPs per

contig

SNP

frequency

By individual G. hirsutum Acala Maxxa 45,590 8,660 5.26 0.003149

G. hirsutum TX2094 42,166 8,201 5.14 0.003156

G. barbadense Pima-S6 26,662 4,934 5.4 0.004174

G. barbadense K101 29,420 5,455 5.39 0.004335

Between accessions G. hirsutum Acala Maxxa and TX2094 11,834 6,469 1.83 0.00039

Reduced G. hirsutum Acala Maxxa and TX2094 4,045 2,176 1.86 0.0002

G. barbadense Pima-S6 and K101 1,679 965 1.74 0.0001

Inter-specific assembly (Maxxa, TX2094) and (S6, K101) 29,066 14,905 1.95 0.00067

All SNPs Inter-specific assembly Maxxa, TX2094, S6, K101 151,712 39,396 3.85 0.003517
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genome) sequences provided a basis for SNP discovery in

coding regions (Flagel et al. 2011). The joint assembly of

diploid (A2 and D5) and tetraploid ESTs allowed for

identification of genome-specific SNPs in contigs of both

separate and co-assembled homoeologs. A total of 3,319

SNPs were identified between Acala Maxxa and TX2094 in

contigs where homoeologs did not co-assemble. In contigs

of co-assembled homoeologs, 1,009 SNPs were identified

between Acala Maxxa and TX2094.

SNP assay development

A total of 1,052 SNPs were selected for SNP assay

development from the SNPs identified in the GR-RSC and

EST datasets. The assays were based on the KBiosciences

KASPar genotyping chemistry and were tested for a

Mendelian segregation ratio using an F2 mapping popula-

tion derived from a cross of Acala Maxxa 9 TX2094

(Additional File 1). Of the 704 SNPs derived from the

Fig. 4 Distribution of contigs in the GR-RSC assemblies. Each

column represents one of the 4 combined GR-RSC assemblies. The

bottom of each column represents the portion of contigs that did not

meet minimum SNP requirements due to lack of sequence coverage

from one or both accessions. The middle of each column represents

the portion of contigs that met minimum SNP requirements, but

contained no SNPs. The top of each column represents the portion of

contigs that contained SNPs. In each of the four assemblies, the

proportion of contigs with SNPs increases with assembly size

Fig. 5 Distribution of SNPs by

sequence coverage in the GR-

RSC assemblies. Columns
represent the number of SNPs in

each assembly at a given

sequence coverage. The chart

displays SNPs in the range from

89 to 259 coverage. This range

has been selected because 89

was used at the minimum

coverage required and coverage

above 259 becomes less

informative. Across all levels of

coverage the highest and lowest

numbers of SNPs were found in

the combined and

G. barbadense assemblies,

respectively. Across all

assemblies, the number of SNPs

was exponentially decays as

coverage increases
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GR-RSC assembly, 252 (35.8%) amplified and segregated

as expected for an F2 population (1:2:1 or 3:1; p [ 0.05)

(Fig. 6). Of the 252 GR-RSC assays, 130 (51.6%) were co-

dominant (1:2:1 segregation ratio), while the remaining

122 (48.4%) assays were dominant (3:1 segregation ratio).

In dominant SNP assays, the heterozygote cluster was

indistinguishable from one of the homozygous clusters

(Fig. 6). The distinction between co-dominant and domi-

nant loci was determined by F2 segregation patterns and

parental genotypes (Acala Maxxa, TX2094 and their F1

progeny). The parental samples consistently produced

distinct genotypes in homozygous clusters among all SNP

assays and the F1 consistently produced genotypes in het-

erozygous or dominant clusters among all SNP assays.

The EST-based assay conversion rates were similar to

the GR-RSC assay conversion rate. Of the two types of

EST SNP assays, 156 GT SNP assays and 192 GI SNP

assays, 50 (32.1%) and 59 (30.7%) met a v2 test for 1:2:1 or

3:1 segregation, respectively. Of the remaining 691 assays

which did not segregate as expected for an F2 population,

the vast majority (86%) failed to amplify or separate into

clusters while the remainder (14%) formed clusters, but the

clusters did not conform to a 1:2:1 or 3:1 Mendelian pattern

of inheritance, though they were used for genetic mapping

(below). Some of these non-conforming assays may actu-

ally represent functional SNP assay that are simply linked

to strongly skewed genomic regions (segregation distor-

tion) in this F2 population. Skewness of molecular markers

has been attributed to chromosomal regions containing

possible gametophytic or zygotic viability factors (Lu et al.

2002; Zamir and Tadmor 1986) and/or underlying genetic

factors (i.e., quantitative trait loci) conferring a selective

advantage for the particular growing conditions used to

produce the mapping population.

SNP assay utility

To characterize the applied potential of these SNP assays in

cotton breeding, the SNP assays were screened in a panel

of 48 diverse G. hirsutum accessions (Supplemental

Table 2). Several observations can be made from the

observed genotypic patterns. First, of the 48 accessions

genotyped no two individuals shared the same genotype

across all assays (277 co-dominant SNP assays). Second,

several accessions shared many wild alleles with TX2094

(the wild parent of the F2 mapping population), with the

most similar individual, TX2090, sharing 80.0% of its

alleles with TX2090. Third, comparison of domesticated

accessions to Acala Maxxa confirmed that domesticated

accessions had nearly all alleles common with Acala

Maxxa (of all domesticated accessions genotyped, no

individual had more than 6.14% of its alleles different from

Acala Maxxa and when considering all domesticated

accessions together, only 17.7% of the 277 assays exhibited

any TX2094 allele). An average heterozygosity of 2.43%

was observed across all SNP assays with the highest het-

erozygosity of any assay being 15.2%. Of the 277 assays

tested, 259 (93.5%) had a minor allele frequency of greater

than 10% and 188 (67.9%) had a minor allele frequency of

greater than 20%.

Fig. 6 F2 genotyping plots from the Fluidigm SNP Genotyping

Analysis software. Fluorescence values obtained using Kbioscience

KASPar genotyping assays with the Fluidigm EP1 system. Y-axis

represents VIC fluorescence intensity, x-axis represents FAM fluo-

rescence intensity. Both intensity values normalized by ROX

fluorescence. Displayed are 88 F2 individuals and 8 controls

genotyped by a a co-dominant marker and b a dominant marker
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The results of the GT and GI SNP assays in the diversity

panel of G. hirsutum were further inspected. 25 A-genome

assays and 23 D-genome assays were included in the

screening of 277 total assays. Across all accessions,

A-genome assays identified 34.0% wild alleles and the

D-genome assays identified 34.7% wild alleles. In the

domesticated accessions, A-genome assays identified 7.1%

wild alleles and D-genome assays identified 3.0% wild

alleles. These results suggest that wild alleles are equally

represented in both A- and D-genomes across the panel of

other landraces and primitive cultivars. These assays also

suggested a slight bias of wild alleles in the A-genome of

cultivated cotton compared to the D-genome, though

the limited number of assays detecting any wild alleles

(9 A-genome and 7 D-genome assays total) in cultivated

cotton prevented any broader assertions.

Genetic mapping of SNP assays

A genetic map was constructed based on an F2 of

G. hirsutum (2n = 4x = 52) population to further validate

the SNPs discovered in this study and demonstrate genome

targeting of EST SNP assays. The genetic map was created

using 267 GR-RSC SNP assays and 100 EST SNP assays

(367 total) for which genotypic data were available

(Fig. 7). Of the 367 markers, 346 formed 38 linkage groups

(n = 26 G. hirsutum) with an average of 9.1 markers per

linkage group and a total genetic distance of 1,688 cM. The

longest linkage group was 136.2 cM while the average

length of linkage groups was 44.4 cM. Linkage groups

contained between 2 and 18 SNP assays each and the

average distance between SNPs was 5.48 cM. A total of 41

SNP assays were identified as skewed (p \ 0.05) in the

map while 7 were extremely skewed (p \ 0.001). Skewed

SNP assays were found in 17 of the of the map’s linkage

groups, while 5 linkage groups had extremely skewed

assays (Fig. 7). Linkage groups 15 and 21 exhibited the

largest numbers of skewed assays.

The resident genome of most EST SNP assays was

identified a priori (GI) or was identified a priori and tar-

geted (GT) during assay development. 100 of 348 EST

SNP assays were placed in the genetic map. 81 of these

assays had an a priori identification of their resident gen-

ome. Of these 81 assays, at least one was found in 32

(84%) of the 38 linkage groups, while at least two were

found in 25 (66%) of the 38 linkage groups (Fig. 7). 74 of

81 assays (91%) resided in linkage groups with at least one

other GI or GT assay. To determine whether the resident

genome of these SNPs was accurately identified, linkage

groups with multiple GI and GT SNP assays were exam-

ined for genome consensus. Seventy (94%) of the 74 assays

that resided in linkage groups with at least one other GI/GT

assay agreed with the consensus for the target genome. Of

the 25 linkage groups with two or more GI/GT SNP assays,

21 (84%) perfectly agreed with their genome identification

(Fig. 7). Of the four linkage groups with assays that dis-

agreed, each case consisted of only two GI/GT SNP assays.

Thus, of the 38 linkage groups in the map, 28 (74%) of

these can be putatively assigned a genome based on these

predictive SNP assays. These assignments suggest that 12

linkage groups (#1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 18, 19, 21, 23, 28, and 30)

are representative of the DT genome while 16 (#3, 4, 10,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22, 24, 25, 29, 36, and 38) are

representative of the AT genome.

SSR discovery

In the GR-RSC sequence assemblies potential SSR markers

were identified using the MISA v.1.0 Perl script (http://

pgrc.ipk-gatersleben.de/misa) (Supplemental Fig. 3). The

AT/TA class was the most abundant, similar to SSR

abundance in other species (Varshney et al. 2002).

Di-nucleotide repeats were the most common followed by

tri-nucleotide repeats and the frequency of each repeat

decreased as repeat length increased. As expected the

number of detected repeats identified was also correlated

with size of assembly. The assembly of both G. hirsutum

and G. barbadense together contained the most SSRs, in

part because it contained the highest number of reads. We

report this discovery of additional SSR markers for cotton

because SSRs continue to be broadly used in cotton

research (Zhang et al. 2011; Gutiérrez et al. 2010; Lacape

et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2009; Rong et al.

2007).

Discussion

SNP discovery and mapping

A narrow germplasm base coupled with the complexity of

a tetraploid genome presented a significant challenge in

identifying and developing functional SNP assays in cot-

ton. Despite the difficulties, we successfully identified

genome-specific SNP markers (validated by Mendelian

Fig. 7 Genetic map of G. hirsutum. A 1,688 cM map constructed

from an intra-specific G. hirsutum (Acala Maxxa 9 TX2094) F2

population of 174 individuals. 346 markers based on newly discov-

ered SNPs form 38 linkage groups. The average distance between

markers is 5.48 cM. The average length of a linkage group is 44.4 cM

with the longest linkage group being 136.2 cM. Distances shown

in centiMorgans (cM) and corrected with Kosambi mapping func-

tion. Red and blue highlighted marker had their resident genome

bioinformatically predicted prior to mapping and colors indicate a

prediction of the ‘D’ or ‘A’ genome, respectively. *Marker is skewed

(p = 0.05), **marker is skewed (p = 0.01), ***marker is skewed

(p = 0.001)

c
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segregation patterns in an F2 population) from both the

GR-RSC and EST approaches and have shown that genome

specificity (AT or DT) of EST SNP assays could be deter-

mined a priori via the inclusion of A2 and D5 diploid

sequences in the EST assemblies. The SNPs identified in

this study have a transition/transversion ratio similar to

other plant genomes and we have shown that 361 of these

SNPs to exhibit normal Mendelian inheritance expected in

a segregating F2 population.

In addition to Mendelian segregation patterns, SNP

assays based on these putative SNPs have been used to

create an intra-specific map of G. hirsutum from a large

segregating F2 population. The map covers 1,688 cM

(37.5%) of the approximate 4,500 cM (Rong et al. 2004;

Reinisch et al. 1994) recombination length of allotetraploid

cotton. While this is not the largest intra-specific map to

date in terms of cM, it is comparable to previous intra-

specific maps (Zhang et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2009; Ulloa

et al. 2002; Shen et al. 2005) and is the first map to be

constructed in cotton exclusively with SNP-based markers.

We have not attempted to associate linkage groups

with specific chromosomes in this map, but the antici-

pated release of the diploid cotton genome sequences

(G. arboreum and G. raimondii) within the next year,

should allow us to unambiguously assign SNP loci to

particular chromosomes. Considering the conversion rate

of putative GR-RSC SNPs to function KASPar SNP assays

(35.8%), we estimate that of the 11,834 SNPs we have

identified within G. hirsutum in this study, 4,237 are

expected to yield functional SNP assays. With additional

assay development, these markers could provide the means

to establish the first high-density linkage map of G. hirsutum

based solely on SNP loci. SNP assays are an ideal marker

choice as they represent the highest resolution molecular

marker possible and are highly amenable to genotyping

automation.

Previous work suggests that GR-RSC markers are

evenly distributed along chromosomes (Maughan et al.

2009). The even distribution of GR-RSC markers is of

particular interest as it has recently become apparent that

many agronomically important genes are controlled by

regulatory sequences located in non-genic portions of the

genome (Elshire et al. 2011). Thus, our development of

SNP assays has targeted both genic and non-genic portions

of the cotton genome. Specifically, GR-RSC SNP assays

have been shown to also access pericentric and centromeric

regions of the genome in Arabidopsis (Maughan et al.

2010). In maize, approximately 21% of genes lie in peri-

centric regions but most of the recombination occurs out-

side of these regions (Gore et al. 2009). If gene distribution

within the cotton genome proves to be similar to maize,

GR-RSC SNP assays may prove a valuable complement to

previously identified molecular markers.

Homoeolog specific markers

We attempted to target alleles in only one of the two

genomes resident in the tetraploid nucleus through two

different methods of SNP assay design. The first and

simplest method for identifying SNPs in a tetraploid is to

force the separate assembly of homoeologs (i.e., only

sequences from the AT genome assemble together and only

sequences from the DT genome assemble together) through

the utilization of strict assembly parameters. Loose

assembly parameters (default) lead to co-assembly of

homoeologous sequences that confound the identification

of true SNPs. Neither strict nor loose assembly parameters

produced ideal assemblies for all genome reduction frag-

ments as the amount of sequence divergence in the selected

fragments was locally constrained. The set of strict

assembly parameters used 97% sequence identity and

100 bp minimum overlap to force sequences from each

genome to assemble separately (i.e. genome-specific con-

tigs). In addition to these parameters, our conservative SNP

identification method (89 coverage, 90% identity and 20%

minor allele frequency) only considered a subset of all

SNPs in the dataset in which we had high confidence.

Co-assembly of highly similar homoeologous sequences

also likely occurred even in this strict assembly but this

type of contig was ignored during SNP discovery in the

GR-RSC assemblies. These contigs were ignored because

accurate identification of SNPs without diploid reference

sequences was impossible. Without the diploid reference

sequences, we were unable to distinguish between a SNP in

a co-assembly of homoeologs and a heterozygous locus in

a separate assembly of homoeologous sequences (Fig. 2).

Thus, only SNP loci were used that were homozygous in

Acala Maxxa, homozygous in TX2094 and had a different

nucleotide between the two accessions.

In contrast, the EST dataset provided sufficient A2 and

D5 diploid sequence data to create genomic sequence ref-

erences for each of the tetraploid genomes, thus allowing

us to assign specific tetraploid reads to the AT or DT gen-

ome. Individual reads within a co-assembled tetraploid

contig were assigned to either the AT or DT genome by

genome distinguishing SNPs matching bases in either the

A2 or D5 diploid sequences (Fig. 2). Both the observance

of expected Mendelian segregation ratios and the suc-

cessful prediction of resident genomes (AT or DT) for

greater than 94% of the GT/GI SNP assays supports the

conclusion that tetraploid reads were correctly assigned to

genomes using A2 and D5 diploid reference sequences. In a

few cases, designed GT/GI assays failed to indicate a

consensus genome for their linkage group. Possible

explanations for these disagreements include bioinformatic

errors due to paralogous assemblies, differences between

the diploid A2 and D5 genomes and the tetraploid AT and
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DT genomes, or poorly mapped linkage groups containing

markers from both genomes. As far as we know, this was

the first report of large-scale design of genome-specific

SNP markers in a polyploid plant.

Consideration for SNP assay development

and utilization in cotton

While bioinformatic filters can identify thousands of

putative SNPs, often only a subset can be successfully

converted to functional marker assays due to the (1)

simultaneous assay targeting of duplicate loci (paralogs or

homoeologs), (2) local nucleotide limitations of primer

design near the SNP, (3) proximity of the SNP to repeti-

tive elements such as transposons, and (4) initial identifi-

cation of false SNPs owing to sequencing errors and/or

poor assembly. Our conversion rate of SNP assays was

lower than initially anticipated. In amaranth, a diploid

species, a conversion rate of nearly 70% was observed

using a GR-RSC-based SNP discovery method (Maughan

et al. 2009). The GR-RSC and EST SNP identification

methods in this study had conversion rates of 35.8 and

31.3%, respectively. The difference between these two

conversion rates is likely a difference in ploidy levels

between the two species. In cotton, many of the ‘failed’

assays could be amplifying or partially amplifying segre-

gating loci on both resident genomes resulting in unin-

terpretable cluster patterns. In designing the EST SNP

assays, 156 of the assays were specifically chosen at SNP

loci where the flanking sequences had diverged between

the AT and DT genomes. These SNP assays were devel-

oped to test whether a design of genome specific primers

could improve marker success rate. We observed similar

conversion rates between the GR-RSC markers and both

types of EST markers, suggesting that regardless of the

source of the putative SNPs (EST or GR-RSC) or genome

specificity of the KASP primers only subtle improvement

in SNP assay conversion rates may be achieved in a

polyploid genome.

We characterized these SNP assays in a diverse

germplasm panel of G. hirsutum to ascertain their broader

utility for trait introgression via marker assisted selection

analysis of the germplasm panel on a selection of our

SNP markers showed that Acala Maxxa and TX2094

were characteristics of domestic and wild varieties,

respectively, and that few wild alleles exist in cultivated

varieties of cotton. It also demonstrated that the narrow

germplasm base of cotton could be broadened dramati-

cally via the introgression of wild alleles into the culti-

vated cotton germplasm. We expect the putative SNPs

identified within G. barbadense (nearly 1,700) to possess

similar utility in expanding the germplasm base of

G. barbadense.

Conclusions

We report the discovery of over 151,000 putative SNPs in

non-transcribed sequences of allotetraploid cotton. These

polymorphisms were identified using a GR-RSC technique

combined with 454 FLX high throughput sequencing.

These SNPs represent both intra- and inter-specific SNPs

identified in accessions of G. hirsutum and G. barbadense.

We also identified 4,327 SNPs from a recent assembly of

cotton ESTs. For many EST-based SNPs, we identified its

resident genome (‘AT’ or ‘DT’) using diploid genome

sequence data. Of these putative SNPs, we developed 1,052

KASPar-based SNP marker assays and evaluated the broad

utility of 277 of them using a diverse panel of G. hirsutum

accessions. Finally, we constructed the first genetic linkage

map of G. hirsutum based entirely on 346 SNP markers.

Hundreds of putative microsatellites were also identified.
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